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A True AV Solution That Makes Sense At Global Level
Implementing an audio-visual or unified communication system that really works at
global level is far from easy -- many companies know that all too well
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Where Workplace Change Intersects
with Emerging Group Technologies
By Alan D. Greenberg

I

Senior Analyst & Partner, Wainhouse Research

f you don’t have gray hair, you
have grown up in a world in
which computers and productivity software and smartphones
and tablets and high-speed wireless networks and the world wide
web have been the norm. Yet with
all of that, there’s one last digital holdout: how group processes
work in meeting and educational
spaces.

90% have taken snapshots of
group work
And there’s a reason for that: it’s
hard to do! There are few behaviors that are not learnt through
training, yet how often are knowledge workers trained in how to collaborate, much less via technology? And the key technology that
companies have relied on for collaboration in physical spaces has
been the interactive whiteboard,
which has found niche markets in
corporations but been more of an
educational tool. Most still rely on
dry-erase boards and sticky notes.
Wainhouse Research fielded a
survey to 350 knowledge workers
this past summer and do you want
to know the most shocking fact we
learned? A whopping nine out of
ten of us – 90% – have taken snapshots of group work at the end of
a brainstorming session. Almost
half (46%) do it often! Why? Until
now there have been few ways for
groups to work together in physical
spaces and create persistent work
product.
Online, we have Cisco Spark and
Slack and HipChat and the most
recent tool announced by Microsoft, Teams. These enable
PC-tablet-smartphone collaboration via persistent collaboration
spaces, but they don’t provide a
strong venue for a group to come
together and do not have value-added capabilities meant to
foster teaming and creativity. On
top of that, teams need to collaborate real-time on a regular basis,
not in an asynchronous fashion.

What do you do with legacy
flipcharts, just place them in a
closet or attic?
That’s where an emerging category for collaboration comes into
play. Call it brainstorming. Ideation. Group teaming. The world

is still settling on terminology and
I think the jury is out. What do you
get? How’s this:
An immersive experience created
by either an interactive flat panel
or a projection system that creates
a virtual canvas with the ability to
pan over that canvas
Digital artifacts (that’s the buzzword, all it means is items that
can be managed and manipulated) such as sketches, images, and
sticky notes
Ability to collaborate with others
local and remote, including groupto-group, via the local and remote
access points (locally the canvas,
remotely via connected computers
or personal apps for tablets and
PCs)
Templates to help knowledge
workers start collaborating
Version tracking so workers understand history and process
Ability to export to Excel or PDF
file formats and ability to import
content
Cloud-centric storage
Today most of those 90% of knowledge workers stuck with snapping
snapshots must email static pictures to everyone, or upload them
to SharePoint or Box or some other file server. End of meeting. Beginning of hassles. What happens
to all that work output, and how
can people access it effectively?
What do you do with legacy flipcharts, just place them in a closet
or attic? And how do you include
remote workers who need to be a
part of the conversation? It gets
worse: sometimes teams need to
meet over a long period of time
in shared workspaces (thus tying
up a physical wall for weeks), or
need to pull in remote colleagues,
and need something other than or
in addition to video conferencing
or web conferencing to pull it off.
That’s why Wainhouse Research
calls this the Last Digital Holdout.

The time for ideation and
brainstorming technologies
Over the past several years a
group of new vendors have come
along to address these challenges. Some are hardware-centric,

Nureva
some are software-centric, and
some combine thes two. These
include Nureva, Mural, Stormboard, Anoto, Prysm, Oblong,
Cereno, and DisplayNote. Sometimes these svendors partner with
display makers (think NEC, Samsung, Sharp, etc.) to dig deeper
into the market via a distribution
channel. Others are jumping on
the Microsoft Surface Hub / Google Jamboard bandwagon. Even
Cisco announced as we were going to press that it was introducing a new integrated collaborative
whiteboard called SparkBoard.
You may know about that one by
now.
Over in the classroom, SMART
and Promethean both understood
several years ago the need for
group work, and created services
like SMART amp and Promethean
ClassFlow that were integrated
with their interactive whiteboards
and interactive flat panels. Google got into the space with Google
Classroom. But that’s education,
and we’re talking about corporate
users.
With all of the focus on innovation,
teamwork, and a workplace with
fluid physical dimensions, I happen to think that now is the time
for ideation and brainstorming
technologies to play a bigger role
in the enterprise.
Follow the Microsoft Office analogy: where most of us learned
years ago to create PowerPoint
slides or manipulate Excel formulae, the tools of ideation and brainstorming are likely to be second
nature in a few years. And that’s
a good thing.

Email: agreenberg@wainhouse.
com Web: www.wainhouse.com
| twitter: @AlanGatWR |
Do we need to meet? Use https://
calendly.com/alandgreenberg to
figure it out!
Read the latest about UC and collaboration technologies – sign up
for bi-monthly WR Blog notices:
www.wainhouse.com/mail
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Blackbox: Wireless Presentation Systems:
The Future of Collaboration
Collaboration, communication and meetings are the daily bread of businesses; in addition, they form an

O

area that is wide open to the deployment of technologies.

ptimized AV systems ensure more effective meetings and communications,
substantial time savings and increased
employee engagement.

The average executive spends more than 2
days per week in meetings
The time spent by managers and employees
in collaborative activities has increased by 50%
over the past 20 years, according to Harvard
Business Review. This is why carefully managing collaboration is critical. One must ensure
that the time dedicated to collaborative activities adds real value, increases the return on
investment. One must make sure the meetings take place as effectively as possible. Let
us also keep in mind that, according to recent
surveys, a senior executive spends on average
more than two days per week in meetings.
With this in mind, one needs to consider the
technology used and check whether it supports
all of the devices used and whether it enables
wireless connections.
The latter must enable video as an interactive
collaboration and multi-user tool, must be open
to mobility (smartphones and tablets), be user-friendly, easy to set up and to use. It must allow for continuous improvement via updates to
stay at the cutting edge of technology.
Additionally, it must ensure secure communications through safety features and protocols. It
must also allow an unlimited number of users
to take part in the meetings.
In this way, this wireless presentation technology will allow the meeting to start on time with no
technical issues in the way.

Avoiding Hurdles
But there are obstacles. Inc. Magazine reported that 46 percent of employees do not get
anything out of meetings for several reasons:
poor functionality, excessive downtime, convoluted policies, a lack of user-friendliness and
failure to garner employee buy-in.

This is why the following attitudes should be
adopted:
Only invest in wireless presentation technology
that is easy to use, and does not take too much
time to set up.
Be as inclusive as possible with respect to the
variety of devices supported.
Ensure that wireless and wired users are able
to use the same, central system.
Maximize the volume and variety of items that
can be shared.
Do not limit the number of potential participants
in any meeting or presentation
Avoiding Safety Issues
When leaders keep these issues in mind while
choosing a wireless presentation solution, they
will avoid major issues down the road that
could potentially prevent them from achieving
their core meeting goals. Conversely, choosing
a wireless presentation platform that doesn’t
meet these criteria will likely lead to delayed
start times, less productive discussions and
other inefficiencies which contribute to the high
meeting costs and wastefulness.

Garnering
Employee Buy-In
As far as employee
buy-in is concerned
(a key point), it is
important that managers and employees have had an
opportunity to offer
their advice, demands and preferences.
These
points must be taken into account in
defining strategies
and policies.
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Regarding structure: If 80 percent of an employee’s day is being spent on collaboration,
there needs to be structure.
Make sure every individual understands what
is expected of them, how to quickly troubleshoot and where to go for support.
Regarding monitoring: Ensure that there are
policy measures in place to monitor the full
range of meeting performance metrics, including efficiency, uptime, effectiveness and outcomes.
By taking all of these steps toward paving the
way for a successful wireless presentation solution deployment, meeting and collaboration will
be dramatically refined - reducing waste, driving productivity and stimulating employee engagement across the business.
Black Box
Tel : 00800-2255 2269
Website : www.black-box.eu/Collaborate

A True AV Solution That Makes Sense At Global Level
Implementing an audio-visual or unified communication system that really works at global level is far from

T

easy -- many companies know that all too well

hat is because strict
norms have to be
respected, products need
to be selected that are
really suited to the needs of the
company, and the system must be
easy to operate.

AV systems as well
as
non-compliance
with the norms they
seek to guarantee. In
order to create good
solutions that are
suited to the needs
of the company, the
designers take each
element into account
and look closely at
how the company
operates.

A Scalable and Turnkey
Solution
It was with this in mind that
CompView, Unified AV Systems
and Digitavia have set up a global
AV partnership to offer audio
and video services throughout
the world, catering specifically to
businesses.
Against this backdrop, CompView,
Unified AV Systems and Digitavia have given
birth to the Global AV Partnership (GAVP),
a consortium of prominent AV integrators

and system installation. The GAVP intervenes
from the initial concept until it’s completion. It
designs and supplies companies with audiovisual and collaboration solutions that use the
latest in technology.
The GAVP also guarantees ease
of use. In this regard, the team
of GAVP programmers excel at
creating truly intuitive interfaces!
The solutions are practical,
tailored to specific needs and aim
to significantly improve the way in
which businesses interact across
their various offices as well as with
their customers.

created to design and propose highly functional
meeting spaces to corporate customers around
the world.
The GAVP will support its corporate customers
on five continents, relying on more than 500
specialised AV professionals. The GAVP offers
companies a truly scalable solution for all
requirements in terms of audio-visual systems,
unified communications, maintenance, support,

Acting Smart At global level, big
companies are currently faced
with big challenges associated
with the implementation of audiovisual systems on their premises. That is
because most integrators can only provide
regional support or, at best, national support.
Businesses don’t have much choice and A
True AV Solution That Makes Sense At Global
Level need to manage multiple AV integrators,
one for every country they are active in. That
puts a heavy burden on them and leads to
inconsistent results in the implementation of

They
also
take
account
of
any
technology obstacles
the company may
have faced in the
past, as well as the

objectives pursued.
All the systems’ components are built and
tested before delivery at the regional installation
centres of the GAVP.
This way of working reduces the disruption
on the company premises and allows for a
“customized” delivery with systems that are
already configured.
The founding members of the Global AV
Partnership have teamed up to create a
global offering fully geared to the needs of
the customer -- an offering which guarantees
high-quality AV systems, whose compatibility is
assured and which the customer can implement
with confidence.
The GAVP team boast the biggest brands
in the world and have extensive experience
keeping customers happy. GAVP will exceed
ALL expectations
More information is available at
www.globalavpartnership.com
Scott Birdsall, Compview
sbirdsall@compview.com
Darren Pitt, Digitavia
darren.pitt@digitavia.com
Barry Goldin, Unified AV Systems
bgoldin@unifiedav.com
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The cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
uses Arthur Holm’s retractable and foldable monitors
As one of the driving forces transforming society world‐wide, information technology has been a
key component in the trend towards globalization and the creation of the “information society.”

I

nformation technology, which
includes
communication’s
technologies, has much to offer and provides long term implications for society. It can help to
keep a green environment by reducing the use of paper, can deliver immediate information and
can offer many interactive functions.
Parliaments, congresses, assemblies, senates... like other institutions, have been increasingly making use of information technology, in general at the same pace as mainstream
society.

Using interactive retractable and foldable
monitors in the chambers and committee
rooms can facilitate continuous communication; technology would enable parliamentarians to take advantage of all their modern
tools anywhere within the legislature and this
technology offers the advantage of being able
to “disappear” within the furniture when not
needed, enabling the table to be used for dif-

ferent purposes.
One example is the cabinet of
ministers of Ukraine.
This institution chose Arthur
Holm´s Dynamicx2 and Dynamic3Reverse retractable and
foldable monitors.

unique electrically foldable 18,5″ touch screen
monitor with horizontal and vertical working
positions. Its tilt angle can be adjusted at any
point, from flush on desk up to 90° and it rotates, to be folded down.
Arthur Holm
Website : www.arthurholm.com

DynamicX2 are elegant
monitors built from a
solid aluminium block.
They have a vertical
motorised movement
with an automatic 20°
tilt to ensure the best
ergonomics, visibility
and viewing angle.
The Prime Minister
seat is equipped with
a
Dynamic3Reverse
monitor.
Dynamic3Reverse is a

Creating a digital meeting room
As more and more collaborators work long-distance, companies should start developing a
workspace that is optimized for the commitment of their troops, such as, for example, rooms

A

for “spontaneous” collaboration.

s the world is becoming a village, it is necessary to create digital workspaces that
encourage “visual collaboration”.

The bottleneck
Having more screens available to share projects means that the teams that benefit from
them will be able to accomplish more. It is deplorable to note that most meeting rooms only

have one or two screens available for that
purpose. It is truly a bottleneck for the flow of
visual information, which ends up inhibiting collaboration.
An elegant solution would be to skip that bottleneck and conceive a sort of vast “digital web”
that largely covers up the walls. In that environment, participants could easily display,
move and resize video flow, live and across
the whole room. When it is possible to easi-

Ashton Bentley Europe Ltd
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ly interact with BYOD devices, people can be
more intensely invested in the displayed data,
as more information is shared and more ideas
are born… More work gets done.

Infopresence and BYOD
As the workforce spreads throughout the world,
the teams that are located in different places
must all be able to look at the “same page”, that
is to be present at the same time and look in the
same direction! Infopresence is critical; it is required to be able to interact, visualize, and add
content wherever one may be situated, exactly as if they were side by side. It should also
be possible to save workspaces in order to resume reunions where they were left off, once
other meeting rooms become available. Furthermore, it is very interesting that it is now
possible to export workspaces in PDF format
to be able to share documents later, or take
them with you. Customization must be the general rule. One should easily be able to choose
the peripheral that is most comfortable to them.
Sharing a laptop screen, using one’s iOS or Android device, downloading and acting without
worries, with no need to scramble around to
look for a solid connection.

“Eliminate all parasitic noises from your meetings!”
Every business leader has experimented this painful phenomenon. Modern
conference rooms are well designed, their atmosphere is pleasurable, and
their lighting is well studied.
However, their acoustics are totally awful!

A Tremendously Efficient Acoustic
Absorber
These rooms are handicapped by the use hard
surfaces: concrete, glass, wooden floor, all of
these are important sources of parasitic reverberations. Meetings become painful to follow
and these rooms, equipped with the most modern video or audioconference technology, have
the sounds and voices literally bounce on the
walls. Result: the understandability goes down
and the participants are often mentally absent
or stuck with headaches.
In medium sized rooms, the room rings like an
instrument. The reverb is in the low frequencies.
A solution is to rethink the design of these
rooms and to put carpets, curtains, and shelving. However, it is not ideal on the aesthetic
side, and it often goes against the graphic chart
of the business.
Another method is to use the Sound Butler®
from Phoneon as a solution.
Sound Butler® is a discreet, but tremendously
efficient, acoustic absorber. It muffles vibrations
and parasitic noises, including low frequencies
that are below 400Hz.

Wellbeing and Productivity
The results speak for themselves: the work is
more productive with an ambiance that is now
comfortable again, where we can restart to
hear and understand each other without efforts.
A good acoustic has a large influence on the
wellbeing and performances of people.
Sound Butler®, made in Germany with manufactured materials of high quality, doesn’t necessitate an installation or a modification of

the meeting room. It only
needs to be placed, and
its modern aesthetic and
sober look fit in any room,
from the ancient office to
the modern loft. It should
be noted that the very first
Sound Butler® was conceived in collaboration
with architects and stylists!
There are models with
textile covers and others
with a metallic chrome
look. They are available in
25 different colors, which
gives you the choice to ei-

ther hide them in the decor or make them stick
out.
Schematically, there are 3 types of Sound Butler® textile t-box: the TP30 (30x30x110cm), the
TP35 (35x35x110cm) and the TS35 (35x35x180cm) (for rooms with high ceilings).
Depending on the size of the rooms, we will
place from one (for a 15m2 room) to 4 (for a
60m2 room) Sound Butler®.
Phoneon will be pleased to propose a custom-made solution for your exact needs.

PHONEON Gmbh
Dr.Susanne Friebel
Maria-Theresia-Str 3
81675 München – Germany
Tel : 00/49/89-89054386
Email : susanne.friebel@phoneon.eu
Website : www.phoneon.eu
https://youtu.be/WLgAaVMFQ54
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What Interests the Doctors at Their Congresses?
American Express Meeting & Events has done a global survey concerning doctors’
expectations when it comes to meetings and events.

5

05 doctors in the world were surveyed to
help pharmaceutical enterprises answer
their needs, and to motivate them to take
part in future events.

Content is King
Issa Jouaneh, Senior Vice President & General Manager at American Express stated:
“attracting doctors and conceiving efficient
and convincing meetings is essential to the
success of meetings sponsored by pharmacists. By understanding the evolving expectations of doctors better, the meetings organizers can assure that their events make
for an effective channel for professional networking, product training, awareness, and
feedback “.
Without much surprise, the first important
information concerns the content of the
events. Content is king, simply said. But,
and this time more subtle, it is also, according to doctors, this same content that the
meetings organizers have to focus on to improve.
The other improvements desired concerned
the format of presentation, the use of mo-

The principal motivator is the improvement
of their practice. 74% of respondents
effectively confirmed benefitting from
many advantages by participating in
medical meetings, the most important being access to information that
will help their medical practice.
Taking this info into account, doctors
prefer formats that ease the acquisition of new information. They prefer
(especially younger doctors) workshops and small group sessions
compared to the unique speaker format.

Improving Mobile Technology!
bile technology, and increased amounts of
time for networking.

More Importantly,
Acquiring New
Information
It is important to know
that generally, doctors
receive a lot of solicitation. On average, respondents were invited
to 16 meetings in 2015,
yet were only part of
half of those. It is important to know what
attracts them to choose
one meeting instead of
another.
More often than not,
they
choose
dinner-conferences (67%),
symposiums
(66%)
congresses,
(53%)
and product meetings
(52%).
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More often than not, doctors participate
in meetings organized by pharmaceutical

businesses, but when they are invited to
evaluate organizers in terms of learning and
content, they consider events from universities and hospitals a cut above the events
from pharmaceutical businesses.
It is important to note that the inclusion of
mobile technology is a priority for younger
doctors (less than 40 years old) since they
integrated technology in most aspects of
their life. They ask for an improvement of
the mobile technology for the events and
there is a high chance they will use a mobile
app to connect with other participants. 52%
of younger doctors and 34% of older ones
have claimed to desire an improvement in
the usage of mobile technology, which reinforces the importance of technology to attract younger participants and funnel in the
next generations.

Engaging and Activating audiences – Adding value through
technology and things to consider before switching

T

Part 2: by Jurriaen Sleijster, President & COO of MCI Group

here are also important things to be considered before taking the big step of switching
to digital for your next congress. It is true
that most associations seem to not feel quite comfortable in adopting and implementing the aforementioned tech trends during their conference
proceedings. The switch to digital communication
is somehow considered as a big change and there
is a fear that this would not necessarily account for
a positive feedback by their audience. Before writing them off, it is essential to take into account that
their organisation may have already embraced the
‘paperless’ culture, their members and registered
professionals (e.g. doctors or lawyers) might have
been adjusted to the ‘paperless culture’ with the
use of e-tickets, through online reservations, and
more. The concept of paperless is not new and
many baby boomers have embraced it through the
use of smartphones and other mobile devices for
activities they would have previously used paper for.
Adopting the contemporary
digital trends for your next association event makes an instant dual positive impact: it
helps the environment and
it gives attendees easier access to information. With this in
mind, here are the most important things to consider before
making the switch:
Communicate the switch to
digital before the conference
The chances of having more
support for this adoption are
more favorable provided it
has been announced to members and prospective attendees at least 6 months prior its

realisation. In this
way, an instant communication
buzz
among attendees is
achieved, and there
is also the option of
presenting real numbers that show how
much waste is generated by printing
everything out. Association conference
audiences have a
hard time arguing
with facts and this is
a great way to further increase awareness on how going
paperless can help
making our world a better place.
Ensure that all the required
technology infrastructure is in
place
A digital environment makes information a lot more accessible to attendees when the right
technology is in place. Critical
information such as session
schedules, room assignments,
last-minute changes, and meetups are a couple of quick swipes
and clicks away. For conference
information to be easily accessible and the experience to be
most enjoyable, another useful
thing to consider is the development of a meeting software or a
tailor-made app as mentioned
above.

Market the switch to digital
In addition to critical information like
session schedules or conference room
information at your attendees’ fingertips, many apps also incorporate slides
that allow attendees to take notes in the
section where the information applies.
Use emotions to appeal to your attendees. Tell your story on how adopting a
paperless environment promotes good
stewardship of the earth and how it
aligns with your association’s mission.
For a step-by-step analysis on the benefits of incorporating the latest technological trends to your upcoming association congresses and conferences,
download MCI’s white paper titled “Engaging and Activating Event Attendees” available on http://association.
mci-group.com/.
MCI
Email :
Jurriaen.Sleijster@mci-group.com
Website : www.mci-group.com
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Associations World Congress 2017
http://www.associationscongress.com
Keynote speakers announced for Associations World Congress 2017 in Vienna

N

ow in it’s 10th year the Associations
World Congress is to be held 2-4 May
2017 at the Austria Center, Vienna. The
Congress is the largest conference for employees professional, scientific and trade membership organisations in Europe, and attracts
an impressive speaker line-up and over 300 attendees.

Strategic keynote sessions include:
Lodewijk
Klootwijk,
Director,
European Golf Course Owners Association will deliver a keynote on ‘The Fascinating Importance of Tribe’ which will
examine the power of tribal marketing and
explore why this is important for associations
Sarah Sladek, CEO, XYZ University will share
concepts that will help your association build
a sustainable, prosperous, next generation
association that will corner the marketplace
and keep members coming back for more
Cynthia Cherrey, President and CEO, International Leadership Association will focus on
‘Global Leadership: the present frontier’ and
explore the importance of thinking and leading
globally in the current climate

Recent updates to the speaker panel
include:

and explore how associations can inform
their engagement strategy by developing a
real
understanding
of the needs, motivations and behaviours
of their members and
potential
members

Michael
Collins,
Managing Consultant, Database Marketing Counsel will
lead a workshop
exploring what you
can learn from your
member data.

Lynsey Sweales, Chief
Executive, SocialB will
deliver three social media workshops exploring how associations
can develop a social
media plan, the key features that need to be
included and how to measure the success of
social media campaigns

With a range of different session types including Breakfast Brains discussions, practical
workshops, Association Success Stories, Expert Briefings and extensive networking opportunities - as well as dedicated meetings
for Association Leaders, Medical Associations
and Aspiring Leaders, the congress provides a
unique learning opportunity and the chance to
discuss, debate and find lasting to solutions to
the challenges that associations face.

Communications Business Solutions is delighted to be supporting the event, and are
pleased to extend to our readers a 15% reduction on the current registration rate.

Christian-Claus Roth, Co-President, International Pharmaceutical Congress Advisory Association (IPCAA) who will be discussing the IPCAA’s new guidance and
exploring how and why congress organisers will need to adapt their offering to reflect
changes in key areas such as technology
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Keep up to date with speakers online

Reader Offer

Cynthia Cherry

Suzanne Murray, Founder and CEO, AXDEV
who will focus on membership engagement

Lodewijk Klootwijk

The workshop will
focus on database
analytics that associations can apply
for member engagement and retention

Early booker deadline: 10 February 2017
Simply register using code: CBS15
Sarah Sladek

Register online today
Enquiries:
mailto:victoria@associationexecutives.org

Content Marketing for Face-to-Face Meetings
By John Nawn : The Perfect Meeting

W

hen marketers think of
the reasons why they
need great content, they
often think about their online marketing programs, but content is
just as important for inperson meetings and
events.
In fact, great content,
whether it’s a formal session or an informal hallway conversation, is the
lifeblood of successful
meetings. We’re starting
to see new methods and
techniques for developing, delivering, and distributing content that’s
transforming the way we
meet, and this has significant implications for content marketers.
When it comes to creating content
strategies for your conference,
meeting or event, keep these design principles in mind.

Engage Early and Often
If you want to provide great content for your meetings, you need
to solicit input from your potential
audience through a variety of traditional and new media channels.
Facilitate (don’t lead) the dialog,
listen actively, and keep the conversation going both during and
after your event. Collaborative
content creation represents one
of the greatest opportunities for
increasing engagement with, and
among, your attendees.
“Soliciting presentation ideas from
an online community and having
them vote on those they’d like to
see, help to understand the attendees better”.
The increased engagement has
led to more dialog which has led
to more creativity, innovation, and
ultimately translated into success.
Social media tools represent another content channel meeting
organizers are using aggressively to reach prospective attendees
and drive attendance. Platforms
such as blogs, Twitter and video
are mostly used for promotional
purposes, but the greater opportunity lies in facilitating more dialog among attendees and with the
content presenter so that when
they gather together, they can dive
deeper into the content, and deriving more value from attending
than they would have otherwise.

Focus on the User Experience
As you design your event, imagine
the attendee experience before,
during, and afterward and make
sure you’re optimizing both con-

tent and context. Content is still
King but context is Country. And
what good is a King without a
country?

Content Delivery
So when it comes to a content delivery strategy for your conference,
meeting or event, keep these design principles in mind:
·      Promote interactivity: Active
learners retain more and apply
more of what they learn to their
jobs. Stop lecturing to your attendees. Get them more engaged with
each other using a wider variety of
presentation formats.
·      Create (more) informal learning opportunities: Research shows
that approximately 80% of what
we know we acquire through informal learning opportunities, not formal training programs. Don’t leave
this to chance at your meeting via
coffee breaks, luncheons, or social hours. Create contests, challenges, or assignments, complete
with goals and objectives, which
your attendees will want to participate in. They’ll leave better prepared to implement the new ideas
they’ve been exposed to.
·      Empower PowerPoint: A tool’s
utility is only as good as its user’s ability. If you must use a presentation tool, give more thought to
what you’re trying to communicate
and how best to do so. For some
fresh perspectives on presenting
ideas or data.

it. 3.In the manner that’s convenient for them
Think of your meetings as an ongoing process that contributes
business value and results, not as isolated
events. CMOs recognize that meetings and
events have the highest ROI of any marketing channel. As such,
meetings should no
longer be treated as isolated events with limited, hard-to-quantify outcomes. There’s simply
too much at stake to not
be seeing ongoing dividends.
So when it comes to
a content distribution strategy
for your conference, meeting or
event, keep these design principles in mind:
Create a hashtag for each conference, meeting, and event. More
importantly, educate your community on how to use social media to
communicate more value-oriented
content.
Design Principle: Make those 140

characters work smarter and leverage the wisdom of the crowd.
Enlist industry bloggers to capture and share content. Use SMEs
(Subject MatterExperts) to augment what your presenters are doing onsite.
Design Principle: More is more,
when it comes to facilitating conversation.LIVE content. Broadcast
content as it’s Mat happening –
like the news – and get it in front
of your entire audience. This will
foster more engagement and participation.
Design Principle: Be inclusive,
not exclusive with your meeting
content.Plan for success. Support participants in documenting
key takeaways and measurable
outcomes (objectives) and have
them contract with colleagues to
be more accountable. Don’t leave
this to chance. It’s the primary reason both revenue and cost saving
ideas generated at meetings don’t
get implemented.
Design Principle: What gets measured, gets done.
www.theperfectmeeting.com

The crowdbeamer device lets you present any type of content directly on the laptops, tablets & smartphones of your audience. It’s portable. It doesn’t require an internet connection. And it delivers up-tothe-minute handouts to audiences of any size, without the need for
any paper.
Present in real time on all portable devices of your audience,
anywhere you want. An easy-to-use device delivering a superior experience to audiences of any size.
Our free companion app gives everybody in your audience a clear
view of what’s being presented, and keeps them focused on what’s
relevant. It lets them decide which presentation content to capture,
and how to enrich it. They can easily scribble comments, add notes,
mark text, attach tags, ... and build their private library of personalized information, sync it to the cloud or save it to their favorite notetaking app.
Visit crowdbeamer ISE – 14-B165
and become one of first three crowdbeamer owners!
Meanwhile enjoy our crowdbeer.
RORYCO NV
Drie Eikenstraat 661
BE – 2650 Edegem
+32 3 826 93 40
info@crowdbeamer.com
www.crowdbeamer.com

Content Distribution
When we’re talking content distribution, there are three simple
guidelines I like to follow. Provide
your attendees with:
1. The information they need to
know. 2.When they need to know
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Simultaneous or Consecutive Interpretation?
It All Depends on the Circumstances!
As soon as we program a meeting or a congress grouping participants from all over the
world, there is an obvious problem: everyone needs to be able to understand, in their
language, the ideas that will be discussed.

I

f we’re aiming for meeting efficiency (what
else could we aim for?) allowing participants
to receive information in their mother tongue
is a must.

Understanding and Retaining Information
Better
It is useless to name the different studies that
show that understanding (important!) and retaining information (possibly even more important!) from messages is way superior when you
receive them in your own language, EVEN if
you master the language in which they were
originally emitted!
In these conditions, preparing a meeting or

work to make educated decisions, everything
depending on the situation.

Technology and Important Workload
Simultaneous interpretation corresponds to
what you can see on television when we watch
an interview of a person who speaks a foreign
language. The translation is in real time. The
message is delivered instantly and maximizes
understanding.
In this case, translators and participants are
equipped with headsets and microphones.
When the conversation is multilingual, every
linguistic group has to be connected to its own
group’s interpretation line.
Multi-Caisses
Email: mario.ratte@multi-caisses.com
Website: www.multi-caisses.com

Conference at the Summit Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
a congress must include interpretation that
suits the characteristics of the event, and if required (and it is usually the case), the setting
up of adapted structures such as interpretation
booths or specific dedicated material.
There are different modalities of professional
interpretation. The two most used techniques
are simultaneous and consecutive interpretation. It is important to understand how they

This way of working imposes a very important
workload on the translators, because working
in “real time” necessitates sustained attention
and extremely fast mental processes, and this
is without taking into account the material that
will be discussed (which can further complicate
things).
In these conditions, any session longer than 30
minutes requires the intervention of a team of

Mastervoice
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translators, allowing the interpreters to “pass
the baton” to their colleague(s) at regular intervals. This allows them to relax their minds, ensuring an interpretation that will be as fast and
as precise as possible.
“Whispering” is done without technology and in
smaller groups only. Here, the simultaneous interpretation is done by whispering in the ear of
usually one or two participants.

When Intimacy Prevails…
Consecutive interpretation works differently. It
is destined to more intimate meetings with less
people. Here, you speak, then the interpreter, positioned close to you, takes notes. When
you’re done speaking, he speaks up and repeats what you have said in the desired language. The other speakers do the same.
Most of the time, consecutive interpretation is
slower than simultaneous interpretation because there is twice the amount of messages
emitted. It is often used during important meetings at the summit between state leaders or
during important business meetings.
Understandably, as soon as your event wears
a name such as “convention”, “assembly” or
“summit”, which means there will be a large
number of people, simultaneous interpretation
is the solution for you. If there are multiple important different languages used, simultaneous
interpretation is even more important. Classic
example: an important number of participants
that speak the same language and speaker s
that speak another language? Consecutive
translation is the best choice in this case.
Finally, when meetings are done in smaller
groups and the content of discussions is sensitive, more “personal”, consecutive interpretation is the way to go: it will be “face to face”
meetings, with the interpreter on the side, way
more intimate.

Mastervoice

Video Remote Interpreting
for Business Meetings
The technique of ‘Video Remote Interpreting’ (VRI) can prove very useful. It is a new kind of interpreting
service based on the use of mobile telecommunication devices.

O
needs.

riginally designed to offer a communication solution to the handicapped, it
can also be used for all communication

The Historical Principle
The basic configuration is for the two interlocutors to be in the same place and have a video device. The interpreter works from a distant
location (his office, his home or a call centre)

be transmitted via an additional telephone line.
First a little historical background… In case
of deafness, the interpreter listens to what is
said and translates it into sign language for the
hearing-impaired person. He does this the other way around when the hearing-impaired person responds, translating the sign language
into spoken language.
Obviously, this use applies to hospitals and
their emergency rooms. In these circumstances, waiting for a physical interpreter to show up
is extremely disadvantageous.

Application in Business
The possible applications of this technique go
far beyond just the medical field.

Mastervoice
and also uses a video device. There should
be native audio available or the audio should

as the need arises, for any impromptu meeting where the use of different languages constitutes an obstacle to communication.
The type of interpreting used for this is referred
to as “consecutive”, i.e. the interpreter intervenes after one of the parties has said some-

Remote video interpreting can assist businesses in situations where there is neither the time,
nor the budget to schedule the presence of an
interpreter on the scene. In that case, one can
connect to a specialised VRI service which employs highly qualified interpreters who can be
reached very easily, allowing them to intervene,

Mastervoice
thing.
The idea is particularly useful for huddle rooms
(small impromptu meeting rooms) for example.
All that is needed is a good Internet connection
and «Video remote interpreting” (VRI) is possible with a laptop, a VC system, a desktop or
even with a smartphone as long as it’s an IP
device.
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Digital Signage: What’s New on the Screens in 2017?
The digital signage industry is not idle!
Everything moves extremely fast in the world of digital signage. Great things

D

will happen in this field in 2017.
igital signage in 2017 means more
powerful equipment and software, and
growing customization.

4K will take off and content management will
change
4K will bring UHD to digital signage given its
image quality. And, as is well known, the quality of the display of content is an increasing priority for promoting products and for engaging
the public.
However, many analysts believe it will take
very large screens for people to notice the difference with traditional HD.
Gary Bailer, product manager at Pro AV, be-

make the content more
“customized” and more
pertinent for the consumers.
The content management
solutions offered today
are much more attractive,
so much so that small enterprises can use them.
Cloud-based
solutions
help reduce the costs.
In 2017, the management
of multiple devices will be
useful not only for advertising, but also for business communication.
According to some specialists, OLED will be the
most important development in the field of digital signage in 2017. But others believe its high
price tag will probably discourage some companies from making the investment.

An increasingly immersive experience!
More generally, digital signage is set to become a much more immersive experience than
in the past. Digital signage is no longer just
about catching people’s attention; it is about
engaging them once their
attention is caught. To entertain, to inform AND to
engage!
lieves the period for acceptance of 4K will be
similar to the amount of time it took HD to push
away old solutions. He expects 4K to take the
digital signage world by storm in the course of
2018.
Content management, for its part, will change
too. It is a key tool for customizing a DOOH
campaign. Tools such as proximity detection,
anonymous expression analysis, RSS (it is a
specific kind of text file that produces content
automatically – apart from exceptional cases –
based on website updates) and the flows will

Multi-screen experiences will multiply. Where it
used to be exceptional to
interact with a multi-display system, this interactivity will become routine.
The integration of Bluetooth technology into the
ecosystem of digital signage will enable companies to engage customers like never before.
Bluetooth and the web

Toshiba
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Prodvx
beacons indeed allow for two-way communication between digital signage and the mobile devices of the audience.
This increases their engagement and allows
companies to deliver extremely pertinent messages and content. Customers can also interact by checking the digital content on their mobile devices. This new possibility increases the
potential of digital signage, making it a “twoscreen experience” for a carefully targeted audience.
Premier Mounts

Automatic + Dynamic + Intelligent = Relevant!
The metamorphosis that the DOOH (Digital Out-Of-Home)industry has gone through the
last years is unprecedented. Digital screens have become a daily ingredient in public
urban environments and DOOH as a communication channel has rapidly reached a
premium status. And what’s amazing is that it’s just the beginning.

A

mong several drivers behind the development are investments from real estate companies in shopping malls and
public hubs for commuters. Also, cities with ambitions to position themselves as modern has put
a lot of weight behind the development This focus has been instrumental and it has given the
OOH(Out-Of-Home) companies the necessary
confidence to invest in cutting edge technology
and into converting old to new.

Digital Switchover and added value
Something of a digital arms race has taken
place, but what does it really mean for the OOH
industry to become digital? How does the digital
development translate into added values for the
buyer?
The transition for the OOH industry to a condition as a broadcasts channel is just in an early
stage. The digital development has created opportunities and qualities that we haven’t seen
before and there is a very bright spotlight pointed at DOOH industry for the moment. Now it’s
up to the actors to capitalize on the interest and
make the best out of it.
While terms like day/week parts, content and
data are more often used, buyers, legitimately comes with new demands on how to use the
channel. Some actors listen some don’t. For
instance, dynamic packaging, where a buyer
chooses the time and date for broadcasting isn’t
a creative solution anymore, it’s a standard expectation that the industry needs to deliver upon.
The concept of data has also entered the category. Several buyers already use data as a driver for content. Meaning that first party data or the
environment creates the content. We can call it
smart intelligent communication!

when social media messages are instantly incorporated into ads. We also have cases when both
content and broadcasting are decided based on
surrounding factors such as weather or pollen
prognosis’s.
Lately we have also witnessed the first automatic bookings where DOOH inventory has been
accessed and booked through a demand side
platform. The same ad technique that enables
programmatic bookings of display, video and
mobile advertising.
Maybe not a crazy revolution per some, but access to DOOH inventory significantly improves.
And the added value is that the buyer comes
closer and closer to something that can be defined as real time bookings.

Selected examples

Possible, pertinent and necessary

Good examples are auction sites that feed their
top searched items in real time into their ads or
news publishers who broadcasts latest news in
their brand communication. Other examples are

So, what are we talking about? Why is dynamic
solutions, automatic trade and data driven communication suddenly so important? The simple
answer is – BECAUSE IT’S POSSIBLE!

DOOH is in possession of all the technical requirements to meet a very clear and outspoken request from the buying side, which is to
be more dynamic and accessible – SO WHY
SHOULDN’T WE BE?
The other answer is that it creates R-E-L-E-VA-N-S!
Again, the technical equipment to let advertisers communicate here and now is in place. An
advertiser can communicate a message today,
they don’t have to wait until next week anymore.
DOOH is getting closer to deliver data that can
run both content and broadcasting and that will
push advertisers cost efficiency.
When the right message is sent to the right recipient at the right time, DOOH creates actuality
to brands and increased affinity to the buyer investments. And it doesn’t get more relevant than
that!
Visual Art
Tel: +46 8 15 32 00
www.visualart.com
Visual Art is an innovative full-service Digital
Signage provider and a Digital Out of Home
specialist with passion for strategy, creativity,
and technology. Established in 1997, Visual
Art has evolved to become one of the most
comprehensive digital service agencies in the
world. We blend cutting edge technological expertise with innovative creative talent to give
a holistic service within digital communication
on all levels.
With our proprietary software that enables smart
and flexible communication we run more than
20.000 digital screens 24/7 across the globe
and are active in 15 countries. To support our
clients we have offices in Sweden, Denmark,
Germany and USA. Today we are almost 100
talented employees and we are growing fast.
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